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ABSTRACT

This study presents the informal formative assessment practice embedded in teacher-students interaction in daily teaching activities. Although many previous studies claimed as informal formative assessment, the adequate information on how informal formative assessment integrated in EFL classroom interaction in the higher education level was not acquired yet. A case study design on ESRU Model was used with 59 Indonesian EFL teachers in higher education level. Online Survey questionnaire was used to determine participants to be involved for further investigation in classroom observation and interview. This research highlighted clarifying learning goal as prerequisite activity before conducting the ESRU model activities. Interestingly, of the four activities in ESRU model, the use information gained was potentially support students’ learning compared to other three activities; Elicits information, the student responds, and the teacher recognizes students’ responses. Hence, this study can contribute insight for the teachers to reflect their own teaching practice.
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1. Introduction

As the international trends on assessment growing up, formative language assessment views as a dynamic, constructed assessment in classroom interaction, which involves both formal and informal processes (Hill, 2017; Daskin, 2017a; Daskin, 2017b; Wyner, 2017; Gotwals and Birmingham, 2016; Birenbaum et al., 2015; Hill & McNamara, 2011; Leung, 2007; Rea-Dickins, 2003). This re-conceptualized definition has highlighted informal formative assessment as a part of daily teaching practice in the classroom, carried out informally through dialogue, demonstration, and observation to elicit evidence of students' knowledge and understanding (Can Daskin and Hatipoglu, 2019). It can also be informal formative as occasional and
unplanned, e.g. teacher direct comments and feedback (Gotwals and Birmingham, 2016). Likewise, other previous studies have acknowledged the informal dimension of formative assessment as a continuum practice from the formal assessment (Leung, 2004; McNamara, 2001; Rea-Dickins, 2001; Ruiz-Primo, 2011; Turner & Purpura, 2016). Due to its practical used which embedded in the assessment, this informal formative assessment also identified as *assessment conversation* (Furtak, 2011). These previous studies have also discussed the extent of how the assessment is planned, graded, form, and source of the assessment (including teaching activities, interaction, etc.) to make the assessment being formative.

The shift of informal formative assessment recognizes that it is firmly embedded in daily teaching and learning activities. It enables the teacher to gather information about students' strengths and weaknesses during classroom interaction. The information collected is transient and remains unrecorded (Ruiz-Primo, 2011). A number of studies have acknowledged the importance of informal formative assessment. Most of them occur in a scientific context at a primary and secondary level (Furtak et al., 2016; Furtak, 2006; Gattulo, 2000). Meanwhile, the informal formative assessment practice within EFL context remains scarcely. The three studies from Lee (2011), Gattulo (2010), and Gotwals and Birmingham (2016) show the potential of Initiation, Response, Follow-up (IRF) classroom interaction in creating assessment events in informal formative assessment within a primary and secondary school. Other informal formative assessment studies in higher education context lead to minimalize the gap between the existing students' knowledge and the expected knowledge in different EFL contexts. For instance, Heritage and Heritage (2013) investigated the interactional practices that could reflect formative assessment in the Australian context. In this case, the use of teacher questioning in IRE/F sequence a source of the data. The findings revealed that respectful pedagogical questioning is a crucial resource in eliciting students' current learning status and making decisions about student learning's next steps. However, dealing with students' responses during the informal formative assessment practice has not been classified yet. Unlike Heritage and Heritage's (2013) studies, Jiang (2014) study has covered the classification of students' responses in informal formative assessment. However, Jiang does not clearly state the use of information gained by the students. As a result, adequate information about the informal formative assessment embedded in the daily teaching-learning process is not yet acquired.

In contrast to the earlier studies, Cân Daskin (2017), with her conversation analysis (CA), illustrated how formative assessment informally emerges as interactional practice in an L2 classroom in the Turkey context. Her study notes that informal formative assessment occurred spontaneously in and through interaction even in the traditional L2 classroom, a teacher –fronted and grammar oriented. To get the insight information about bridging classroom interaction and informal formative assessment, a further investigation was done by Cân Daskin (2019), which deploys a Reference to a Past Learning Event (RPLE) in an EFL classroom in a preparatory school at the tertiary level. The findings could bridge a gap between language assessment and classroom research by integrating classroom interaction competence and teachers' informal formative assessment ability. However, there is a missing step that is not included among the two previous studies done by Cân Daskin. It clarifies the learning expectation (Ruiz-Primo, 2011) as a prerequisite for implementing informal formative assessment activities (Eliciting, interpreting, and using the information). In short,
there is still a growing practice of informal formative assessment among teachers in the
world, yet they have the contextual barriers that they should be dealt with.

Due to the shortcoming in the previous studies mentioned above, we felt a further
investigation of informal formative assessment is necessary. Besides, in Indonesian context,
little research has been conducted on informal formative assessment. The current study still
relies on formative assessment practice in a formal way (Widiati and Saukah, 2017).
Consequently, some revisions are pointed out based on a particular dimension which
uncovers in Jiang's study, and since this research comes up with the new findings. First, due
to the shortcomings of Jiang (2014) and Heritage Heritage (2013) the IRF classroom
interaction pattern perhaps does not give clear information related to informal formative
assessment. However, some researchers considered that IRF might be appropriate to
informal formative assessment context (Well, 1999; Lamke, 1990) as cited in Ruiz-Primo
(2011). The ESRU model developed by Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007) in which the teacher
Elicits information, the Student responds, the teacher Recognizes, and the teacher Uses the
data collected to enhance students learning are chosen in our study. It is selected under
consideration that the three issues mentioned by Ruiz-Primo, (2011) with respect to informal
formative assessment could uncover what IRF pattern do not have. The issues are teacher is
not the only one who initiate the conversation, but it could also student's comment; teacher,
students also peers could use the information collected depending on the interaction pattern
which emerges in classroom; informal formative assessment could have multiple iterations
before the cycle is fully completed. Another gap is the teachers' ability to assess informally
for a formative purpose need to be comprehensively illustrated. By integrating clarifying
learning goals to the existing informal formative strategies, it is expected that the gap
between the current students' level and the expected knowledge could find. As a result, the
appropriate follow up action could take by the teacher. Thus, our study investigates how
teachers' informal formative assessment strategy practice in EFL classroom interaction in
higher education contexts.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Informal Formative Assessment

It is worth noting that the informal formative assessment as a continuum of formal formative
assessment. It is used to make explicit evidence of what students know, do, and get about
their learning goals. Both formal and informal have each own manner. Formative
assessment, for instance, it is likely to be more systematic and planned. The forms are
embedded in the curriculum. It could be in the form of short tests, quizzes, homework
exercises, observation protocols, in-class assignments or activities, in-or-out class projects
simulation or role-play activities, checklist, student conferences, and peer assessment (Lee,
2011; WIDA, 2009). The activity enables the teacher to evaluate their teaching, check
students' understanding, and plan for the next steps to move forward their learning. The
teacher has already planned formative assessment implementation from the beginning until
the end of a unit.

Conversely, informal formative assessment is more spontaneous when it is immediate and
unplanned. It could take place in any teacher-student interaction at the whole class, group,
or peers level (Furtak, 2011; Sheris, 2011). As it is firmly embedded and strongly linked to daily
teaching-learning activities (Furtak, 2011; Heritage & Heritage, 2013; Cân Daskin, 2017, 2019),
the information gathered could be in the form of verbal (e.g., students comments, questions) or nonverbal like teacher’ observation during a course. In terms of interpreting and acting is more immediate, spontaneous and flexible due to its different forms.

Table 1. 1. Differences between formal and informal formative assessment practices (Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Formal: Designed to provide evidence about students’ learning</strong></th>
<th><strong>Interpreting</strong></th>
<th><strong>Acting</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gathering: The teacher collects or brings together information from students at a planned time. For example, quizzes, embedded assessment.</td>
<td>Interpreting: The teacher takes time to analyze information collected from students. For example: reading student work from all the students, providing written comments to all students.</td>
<td>Acting: The teacher plans an action to help students achieve learning goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Informal: Evidence of learning generated during daily activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eliciting</strong></th>
<th><strong>Recognizing</strong></th>
<th><strong>Using</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eliciting: The teacher brings out or develop information in the form of verbal response from students. For example: asking students to formulate explanations or to provide evidence</td>
<td>Recognizing: Teacher reacts on the fly by recognizing students’ response and comparing it to accepted scientific ideas. For example: repeating, revoicing students’ response</td>
<td>Using: The teacher immediately makes use of the information from the students during the ongoing classroom narrative. For example: asking students to elaborate on their response, explaining learning goals, promotes argumentation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 ESRU Model

The theories of ESRU (Elicits information, the Student responds, the teacher Recognizes students’ responses and Use the gained information) model by Ruiz Primo-Furtak (2007) is develop in order to scrutinize EFL teacher practice in informal formative assessment. First clarifying is to be crucial activity in informal formative assessment practice. This activities has been missed in the earlier studies in informal formative assessment (Sheris, 2011; Heritage& Heritage, 2013; Bailey & Heritage, 2014; Jiang, 2014; Cân Daskin, 2017), only Ruiz-Primo (2011) stated that clarify the learning expectation as a prerequisite to collect other informal formative assessment information. Further, it enables the teacher to explain the learning goals and discuss the success criteria with their students. Second activity is eliciting which most researchers provide as the initial activity in informal formative assessment practice. However, the questions deployed were varied based on its purpose on different context (Sheris, 2011; Heritage& Heritage, 2013; Bailey & Heritage, 2014; Jiang, 2014). Eliciting enables the teacher to initiate students’ response. The questions classified by Richard and Lockharts (1994) are chosen. Regarding to its potential benefit in EFL formative assessment context, eliciting could encourage student to think rather than to check students’ understanding (Jiang, 2014). They are procedural, convergent and divergent. The procedural questions have to do with what is going on in the classroom. It is used to enhance students focus on the lesson, to facilitate their comprehension and to promote classroom interaction. Meanwhile, the convergent question is used to encourage student response to the question on the recall information. Last, divergent questions were used to answer the questions in the higher level thinking. In that way, students are encouraged to answer based on their knowledge, experience and information rather than based on the material presented.
The third step, student(s) response toward teacher eliciting questions. Unlike other previous study, Jiang (2015) classified the students’ response into several categories no answer, individual response, no response, and choral. In line with this, Doug Lemov (2010) specifically classified student response into two classification; correct and incorrect response. Correct response in term of its form in short answer, word or phrase which match to one of teacher’s acceptable answer. While incorrect students’ response, as Whessel (2015) indicated by partially correct answer, correct answer at the wrong times an incorrect answer for correct principle.

The fourth step is recognizing which teacher could recognize on students' actual knowledge. In particular, it indicates to student that his/her response has been heard and accepted in ongoing classroom discussion (Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2006). By recognizing students’ response, teacher has opportunity to act on them and evaluate the correctness of teacher’s interpretation of their contribution.

The last step is using, described when the teacher could use the information gathered to guide the students' gain their learning goals (Ruiz Primo-Furtak, 2006). It enables teacher elaborates students’ response, redirect student’s thinking, model communication, connect the new idea and familiar ones. Those activities could occur quickly, spontaneously, flexibly, in, and through daily classroom interaction (Cân Daskin & Hatipoglu, 2019; Heritage & Heritage, 2013; Ruiz-Primo, 2011).

3. Research Methodology

This study has employed qualitative case study approach as a research design (Creswell, 2014, p.465) which attempts to explore in detail of informal formative assessment in EFL classroom interaction. 59 EFL teachers at higher education level in Indonesia were participated through online survey questionnaire adopted from Gonzales & Apilongo (2012) about Classroom Assessment Practices Questionnaire for Language Teachers (CAPSQ-LT). It aims to measure their knowledge about classroom based assessment which covers assessment as learning, Assessment of learning (AoL), Assessment for learning (AfL) which refers to formative assessment, Assessment for instruction (AfI) and assessing to inform. 43 participants met the criteria of formative assessment protocol by Gonzales and Apilongo (2012), and have positive attitude towards assessment, however, only Five EFL Teachers and their classes were chosen purposely based on the consent form filled by the participants.

Table 2.1 Participant Background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Year Experience</th>
<th>The average number of students</th>
<th>Students’ Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 1 (T1)</td>
<td>Private University</td>
<td>About 7 years (certified teacher)</td>
<td>16-25 students</td>
<td>3rd A, 3rd B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 2 (T2)</td>
<td>State University</td>
<td>About 6 years (certified teacher)</td>
<td>More than 25 students</td>
<td>2nd A, 2nd B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 3 (T3)</td>
<td>State University</td>
<td>About 5 years (uncertified teacher)</td>
<td>More than 25 students</td>
<td>2nd C, 2nd A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 4 (T4)</td>
<td>Islamic State University</td>
<td>About 3 years (uncertified teacher)</td>
<td>More than 25 students</td>
<td>2nd B, 2nd C, 2nd D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 5 (T5)</td>
<td>Private University</td>
<td>About 2 years (uncertified teacher)</td>
<td>16-25 students</td>
<td>1st A, 1st B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
classroom observation was conducted to obtain information about teachers’ informal formative assessment. Five EFL teachers major in English Department with their classes were chosen. T1 and T5 were observed for seven sessions, T2 was observed for two sessions because there was classroom project for the next few meetings. T3 was observed for four sessions, and T4 was observed for five sessions. Video-recordings were undertaken to capture verbal and non-verbal teachers’ behavior in the class. To ensure anonymity, we coded T for Teacher, S for Student (such as S1, S2, S3) and Ss for Students. Meanwhile, the data from the interview was used to confirm the observation data.

Conversation analysis (CA) is used to analyze the data collected under investigation, since it is mostly used by researcher to analyze the organization of social interaction (Heritage, and Heritage, 2013, Balaman and Can Daskin, 2019) and get the meaning of the interaction trough coding scheme (Clayman and Heritage, 2002; Miles and Huberman, 2014). In particular, the data has been analyzed through some procedures consists of three current flows activity: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification. In particular, some steps have been conducted in analyzing the data which cover the following activities: (1) Aggregating the data gathered, involving all of the information from the field. In this case, the data obtained were processed by transcribing the teachers’ and students’ utterances gained by the result of videotape recording during the classroom interaction were conducted. (2) Classifying the data gained by the result of recording transcription. Those were classified in terms of the classroom interaction pattern in informal formative assessment context. There were classifying (C), eliciting (E), students’ response (S), and recognizing students’ response (R) and using the information gained (U). (3) Displaying the data which has been selected and simplified in the form of table presented. (4) Interpreting the data which analyzed descriptively; (5) Validating the data, the results of data analysis from transcription were crosschecked out with the data from the result of field notes to validate the findings; (6) Reporting the result, making the conclusion, which were derived in regard with the result of findings and discussions to answer research questions

4. Findings

After analyzing the data gathered from classroom observation, it was found that all participants applied numerous questions and response in each sequences of participants. The selections of the question uttered by teacher resulted in 82 questions used by T1, 114 questions used by T2, 180 questions used by T3, 244 questions used by T4 and 106 questions used by T5. Regarding to the selection of response uttered by students(s) was resulted 91 responses used by T1, 146 responses used by T2, 170 responses used by T3, 245 responses used by T4 and 166 responses used by T5. Totally, there were 726 questions and 818 responses analyzed by classifying, categorizing, and counting the frequency based on the stated research problems.

4.1 Clarifying the learning goal

Clarifying the learning goal had to do with teacher explanation about the learning goal as well as the succes criteria to the students. This was the initiating step of informal formative assessment, before the participant starting the ESRU sequence. Furthermore, it was aimed to guide the interactive dialogue on the right track based on the learning purpose. It could be done by reminding students about the learning goal and connecting the discussion to the learning goal. Particularly, it was explicitly uttered by all participants, at the beginning of the
meeting and in the middle of the teaching learning process was being conducted as it is presented in Table 4.1 below.

**Table 4.1 clarifying the learning goal strategy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Questions per session</th>
<th>Clarifying the learning goal strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was found that 5% all the participants (T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5) has clarified their learning goal to their students in their classes. Though, the strategy that the participants used, were varied. T1, T3 and T4 were used the same strategy to clarify their learning goal. That was connecting conversation strategy. The numbers of frequency which they obtained were different. T1 and T3 were found 4%; T4 was 5% clarified her learning goal by connecting conversation strategy. Differently to the three participants, T2 and T5 were shown different strategy used to clarify their learning goals, that was reminding students about the purpose of an activity. T2 was 5% and T5 was 10%. Based on the result of data analysis, it was revealed that all participants had clarified their learning goals during the whole meeting either on online and offline classroom observation.

"Alright. So, today we will start the online discussion on ESP and our material today about approach of Instructional methodology in teaching ESP. so we’d like to have online discussion because you have done your assignment and not submitted your assignment." – T1

"Yeah and today we are going to have inflectional, and the presenters are?" - T2

"So, what is the topic today then? After ‘expectation’?" – T3

"So today I am going to explain first. Eventhough it is just speaking 1, I need you to have open thing about create debate before you practise it next week. Ok then, the material that I want to explain to you is about the terms and the technique of the debate that I’m sure this is the first time for you to know about this one." - T4

"Please see point B. Listening – understanding directions. Match each expression (a-g) with a picture (1-7) number A its already given for you." – T5

The excerpt revealed that the teachers stated their learning goals explicitly. Particularly, when they had finished teaching one material, and wanted to move to the new materials to be delivered to their students. In addition, the purpose of clarifying learning strategy of each teacher was the same. That was aimed to know what was really going on to clarify learning goals of each participant in their classes.
4.2 ESRU Model

ESRU Model proposed by Furtak (2011) was used as a protocol to describe EFL teachers’ informal formative assessment practice under investigation. There were four sequences in ESRU model. They were teacher elicited questions (E), students’ response toward teachers’ questions (S), teacher recognized students’ responses (R) and teacher used the information gathered (U) during EFL classroom interaction. Of the four sequences in ESRU model, only the last two sequences were discussed in detail under consideration that the two sequences were essential sequences in informal formative assessment practice which mostly ignored by the previous research findings on informal formative assessment. The existing research on informal formative assessment focuses on Initiation Response and Feedback (IRF) Sequence which only covered the eliciting, students’ response and feedback as a part of teacher used the information gathered. Hence, it can be implied that ESRU model could cover what the IRF sequence did not have.

4.2.1 Teacher recognized students’ responses

Recognizing students’ responses were a teacher strategy in making sense of students’ responses. It was aimed to indicate that student(s) response had been heard and accepted in ongoing classroom discussion. There were four teacher strategies to recognize students’ responses namely repeating, rephrasing, displaying students’ responses and using wait time. Those activities could occur quickly, spontaneously, flexibly, in, and through daily classroom interaction when students often gave wrong or silly answers. Merely, those were happened because students did not understand the question, lack of vocabularies and inaudible pronunciation. Table 4.2 presents the frequency of teacher recognized students’ response.

Table 4.2. The Frequency of Teacher Recognizing Students’ Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Response per session</th>
<th>Recognize students’ response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 indicated that teacher recognized students’ response was 31 (100%) strategy per session. Of those recognizing students’ response, 80% teacher mostly used repeating strategy rather than rephrasing (8%), displaying (7%) and wait time (5%). The following described teacher strategy in recognizing students’ responses.

Repeating

Repeating was used by all participants to recognize students’ response. Teacher repeated his/her question after the teacher waited for students’ response and teacher could also repeated students’ responses immediately.
The first one, what did you get from your reading in your house from debating handbook that I asked you to read? Okay..Luluk...what do you know about debate?

S1 Clash of argument
T4 Clash of argument...how do you explain it?
Anyone can explain? or Luluk still wanna try to explain it?

S5 #Silent
T4 So we clash our argument or opinion with other. Anything else about the requirements of debate?

S1 a number of reasons

The above excerpt described how T4 employed repeating strategy. There were two occurrences of repeating strategy occurred in T4’s practice. First, repeating was done by the teacher when the teacher ensured students’ answer. Basically, it was happened when there was individual student answer which seemed superficial or partially correct. Hence, the teacher needed to encourage the student to clarify their superficial answer by asking divergent question. Second occurrence was the teacher repeated his/her questions after wait time or no answer. It was indicated when there was silent or student ignored teacher question. Usually, it happened because the question itself was considered as higher level question. As a result, the students needed time to think about the acquired answer. In order to keep students still focusing on the topic being discussed, the teacher repeated his/her question.

Rephrasing

Rephrasing is one of teacher strategies to recognize students’ responses which assist the student to understand a question or to solicit a more correct response. The teacher could reword the questions, provide additional information or break the questions into more manageable parts. It was used when the students did not understand the teacher’s question.

S9 About apa namanya, to be pretty, perfect, and flawless
T4 About imperfection, nobodys perfect, talk about wasting time by measuring and comparing their beauty with others”. “Any other opinions?” “Who wanna try?” “Semakin kalian menyampaikan, semakin banyak-banyak variasi dari background ya...”As long as you raise the motion”. “Ok, Oki, good

T4 rephrased her question by providing additional information to solicit more correct response. In particular, T4 rephrased students’ response ‘to be pretty, perfect, and flawless’ into ‘imperfection’. The teacher then added more information related to imperfection “nobody’s perfect, talk about wasting time by measuring and comparing their beauty with others”. It seems that the teacher tried to strengthen students’ response, and wanted to motivate other students’ response.

Displaying

Displaying students’ response was one of the teacher strategies to recognize students’ answer. Normally, teacher display students’ answer on whiteboard or orally to compare and analyze their response to others.
The above excerpt revealed that T2 notice a particular student’s answer. It is implied that students could know that his/her response had been heard by the teacher. Usually, it was occurred when there was unclear student’s response, and then the teacher would display by writing down the answer on the whiteboard and asked other students’ response about the answer.

**Wait Time**

Wait time as one of teacher strategy to recognize students’ response. It was rarely used by the teacher during the classroom observation conducted. Ordinarily, wait time was given by the teacher when the teacher had just asked divergent question. The students needed some more time to think about the acquired answer. The following excerpt described the occurrence of wait time in T3’s practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T3</th>
<th>In your sentence, I am supposed to love her in my life. Who expects to love her?</th>
<th>RRE. 4/EC.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>Her</td>
<td>SI.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>#facial expression [wait time]</td>
<td>SI.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>You expect something, kan ya?” “Is that correct, is the sentence correct, if you here, I, you expect something happen “Is it correct to say, I am supposed to love her?” “Who is expected to love someone?”</td>
<td>UD. 4/EC.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The excerpt above described how T3 gave wait time to a particular student (S9). In the earlier, T3 had just repeated one particular response and asked convergent question related to the response. The student gave a short response. However, the student’s answer was considered as incorrect. It was seemed from the frowning face showed by T3 after a while the student answered. Perhaps, the wait time used by T3 was expected that the student could realize about his answer was incorrect and he needed to change his answer correctly. The teacher then waited student to answer for a few second and the student had changed his answer. Unfortunately, the answer remained incorrect. As a result teacher modified her question in Indonesian in order student could understand about the material given.

**4.2.2 Teacher used the information gathered**

Using information gathered was the last sequence of informal formative assessment activities. After all participants gained the information in previous sequences such as eliciting, students’ response and recognizing students’ response, they could decide an action properly
based on the information gained. Particularly, in this sequence, teacher immediately made a use of the previous information gained by elaborating, relating, comparing and contrasting student(s) ideas, modelling and debugging. It was aimed the teacher could give and decide appropriate feedback to follow up the information gained.

Table 4.5 Using Information Gathered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Strategy per session</th>
<th>Providing feedback</th>
<th>Comparing and Contrasting</th>
<th>Modeling</th>
<th>Debugging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 showed that there were 93 (100%) strategies per session found during classroom observation of all participants. Of the four strategies, providing feedback and debugging had the same proportion (40%), it was followed by comparing and contrasting (12%) and modeling (8%). The occurrence of each strategy in using the information gained was presented respectively.

**Providing feedback**

Providing feedback was aimed in order to promote students’ thinking. Based on the results of classroom observation, it was found that 40 % the teacher provided information as their follow up action of the information gained. The example of providing feedback strategies was employed by T4’s practice.

T4: **Okay, in what way you got difficulties in reading this one? How was it Diego?**

S1: **Maybe...there many difficult words, so I got difficulty to understand the content.**

T4: **To understand the content... but you got something a little bit...**

S1: **Yes, Ma’am.**

T4: **Okay...How about the others? What’s your difficulties? Okay, Salma...**

S2: **......................sejarawan (the voice of the student was not clear)**

T4: **Okay..So you ask me the way to know the difficult words that you don’t understand? Okay...Okay...I got it. What else is your difficulties? you raise your hand? (appoint one student). Okay, what do you want to say?**

S4: **Because since elementary school I hate history so I don’t understand this text.**

T4: **Because you not really like with history, You don’t really want to read this one.**
The above showed providing feedback strategy occurred in T4’s practice. It was preceded by T4’s question asking about the task which was announced in previous meeting. However, the teacher recognized that the students found difficulties in understanding the reading materials. T4 investigated the difficulties found by students. By eliciting question, T4 could get the information of students’ difficulties, while the students got a chance to share their difficulties in a classroom discussion. After, the teacher has gained the information, and then T4 ended by giving more information and concluded the gap faced by the students. It was found some reasons which made the students could not understand the materials. There were unfamiliar words, uninteresting reading material, and uninteresting field of reading material. Though T4 had already known about their reason, T4 did not directly respond on every comment. She preferred to collect all comments, noted each student comment and ended by giving a chance for peers to solve the problems. It means that T4 had employed peer feedback in her classroom.

**Comparing and contrasting**

Comparing and contrasting was the most frequently used by the teacher as the follow up action of the previous information which was gained from the students. It was indicated when the teacher redirected question to other students or peers in order to clarify students’ thinking. The example of comparing and contrasting strategies was employed by T4’s practice.

T4  *But in some points there are actually are quite similar, but if you want to analyze deeper discussion and debate are different, let Mahrus explain what points that make them different?*  
U/E  UP.15/E  D.9

S6  *In debating there are no agreement, there is no it is like draw, like not the same. It means in debate there must be one winner. In disscussion there is no winner.*  
S  SI.44

T4  *Okay...how about the other? give your argument? Do you agree with Mahrus? Come on, in debate, if you don’t agree, you can share. You don’t agree? good...come on...*  
U  UC.7

S6  *In discussion, we just speak and listen.*  
S  SI.45

T4  *to speak and listen...*  
R  Rre.9

S6  *and to respect other opinion*  
S  SI.46

T4  *Okay, in discussion we speak, listen and respect other’s opinion. Very good, anyone else?*  
U  UC.8
I agree with Mahrus that in discussion we discuss something to find the way of a problem, but when we are debating we talk about the thing that already decided and we use sources.

If you already talked about the difference, in what way these two things are similar?

I think in discussion and debate we must talk to share our opinion and also debating and discussion also have the goal, they will get something to reach. It is different if we have debate competition, because it is about the judges who find the winner. But if we are discussing something and we are debating something, they are similar that is talking about something or issue.

Okay, very good Before we talk about the difference, as I mention before, debating and discussion are quite similar, do you agree? in what way are they similar? because both of them, debating and discussion are talking about something, that is issue or topic […] because the goal of discussion is to find the solution of certain issue.

The above excerpt described how T4 used the information gained to promote students’ critical thinking. Firstly, the student initiated the question about the different of discussion and debate. As usual, both teachers did not answer the question directly. She let other student to answer. Meanwhile T4’s practice showed the individual student respond to other student’s respond. T4 was asking other students whether they agreed or not to the previous student (S6) answer. Once there was a student responded shortly to previous student’s answer (S6), the teacher elaborated the answer. In this case, teacher had elaborated the differences and the similarities of discussion and debate. Fortunately, S7 already answered both similarities and differences of discussion and debate. Therefore, T4 ended the discussion by providing feedback to strengthen and enrich students with new information about discussion and debate.

Modeling

Modeling was less frequently used by the teacher as the follow up action of information gathered. It was indicated when the teacher explained to the students about the thought of process through example. The example of modeling strategies was employed by T2’s and T3’s practice.

Do you understand possibility? Something that possibly happen to you, yes? ok, you (pointed to one of students)

I understand english newspaper

Ok, so understanding english newspaper, ok. first possibility is understanding english newspaper. yes, your possibility with your english skill?

#Silent

What is the possibility, possibility?

#Silent

Ngerti ndak sih maksud saya?

Ngerti

Keinginan apa, kalian kan punya kemampuan bahasa inggris, ya..?

Ngerti

T3  Keinginan apa, kalian kan punya kemampuan bahasa inggris, ya..?  E  EP.19
The excerpt above described modeling strategy employed by T3. The sequence was started by T3’s eliciting convergent question related to “possibility”. The next sequence, a particular student responded correctly. T3 then redirected the same question to another student. However, silent was responded by the chosen student. T3 realized that student could not understand what had been asked by her. T3 repeated her previous question, but the student remained silent. Immediately, T3 modified her question into Indonesian, the student could easily catch up T3’s question. As a result, there were several students had responded correctly. To promote students’ understanding, T3 then, repeated her first question about possibility in English and provided a case as the example. Fortunately, students could persistently answer correctly. Lastly, T3 provided information as her direct feedback, and provided another exercises to strengthen their understanding.

**Debugging**

Debugging was teacher strategy to prompt students which had incorrect answer by hint or questioning to identify and correct themselves. The example of debugging strategies was employed by T4’s and T5’s practice.
The excerpt above described T4 practiced debugging strategy in her classroom discussion. T4 has just compared other students’ answer about debate. Debugging was found when there was a student answer which seemed superficial. T4 then, probe by asking ‘What do you mean by a number of reasons?’ After a while student responded in more complete answer. The teacher finally hinted her question by asking “Is it the function of debate or definition about debate?” Fortunately, the student could acquire his own answer.

5. Discussion

Of the four sequences in ESRU model, only the last two sequences were discussed in detail under consideration that the two sequences were essential sequences in informal formative assessment practice which mostly ignored by the previous research findings on informal formative assessment. Further the results of this study could investigate the phenomena of how ESRU Model practiced in EFL classes. They are teacher recognizes students’ response and teacher used the information gained.

5.1 Recognize students’ responses

Unlike other previous study in formative assessment like Parsons (2017), Widiastuti and Saukah (2017) and Jiang (2014) somehow neglected teacher strategy in making sense of students’ responses; this recent study found that teacher recognized students’ responses. It could benefit the teacher to have opportunity to act on them and evaluate the correctness of teacher’s interpretation of their contribution.

Repeating, for instance, was used by all participants to recognize students’ response. It is indicated when teacher fails to elicit his/her question. As a result, teacher should modify his/her question when the students find difficulties to understand teacher’s question by repeating. As Kumaravadivelu (2006) notes that teacher should recognize when the students cannot answer his/her questions, the teacher should repeat the questions. If they still cannot answer even after the teacher repeats the question, the teacher could modify their question into more manageable parts in order they could make sense of what has been questioned by the teacher. This is supporting the findings of this research, actually on how teacher interpreting students’ response. Particularly, when the students were silent, teacher repeated the question, but still no answer response from students. The teacher finally modified the question into native language. By modifying teacher’s questions, teacher has provided the students’ support to facilitate their language comprehension.

On the other hand the use of rephrasing was in line with what has been proposed by Goodwin (1983) they were rewording the questions, providing additional information or breaking the questions into more manageable parts. Mainly those are used when the students do not understand what is being asked by the teacher. Then, the teacher may wish either to assist
the students in understanding a question or to solicit a more correct response. In particular, the rephrasing strategy in which the teacher uses by breaking down the questions into more manageable part can be inferred that before the teacher breaks her questions, the teacher has already provided additional information firstly. It is hoped that the students will easily get an appropriate answer. However, the facts shown that the students still keep silent. It seems that they face difficulties in acquiring the answer, although the teacher has already added some more information to lead them. This probably happens because the question itself, perhaps considered as the higher level question. If it is a higher level question, certainly, they need more time to think about the appropriate answer. In fact, the teacher only gives a few second as their wait-time, absolutely it is a short time for them to think about the answer. This fact corresponds to what Walsh, et al (2017), Wragg and Brown (2001: 28) mention on the extent of teacher's fail in asking questions. In this case, it could be said that the teacher did not apply the teacher's questioning strategies as effectively. At last, the teacher initiates to solicit a more correct response by breaking down her question into some more manageable parts. Hence the teacher has already provided opportunities for meaningful interaction by making language comprehensible to the students. Unless, the language use by the teacher is comprehensible, the teaching learning process will not work well (Sherris, 2011).

Other strategy used by the teacher to recognize students’ response is displaying. Teachers display students’ answer on whiteboard or orally to compare and analyze their response to others. In that way, students could know that his/her response had been heard by the teacher. Usually, it was occurred when there was unclear student’s response, and then the teacher would display by writing down the answer on the whiteboard and asked other students’ response about the answer. What has been done by the teacher in displaying students’ answer could benefit both the teacher and the students. The teacher could value the students’ responses and the students could learn from each other in class. Hence, it could be inferred that displaying students’ response could allow students to compare and analyze their responses. This reflected that the students could take role as interpreters while the teacher could facilitate students’ interpretation (Ruiz-Primo, 2011).

Last strategy which employed by the teachers were wait time. It is teacher strategy to facilitate students time to think deeply between the asking and answering the questions. It was indicated when an individual student could not answer teacher’s questions. Then, the teacher asked the students to think by providing wait time. While waiting for the answer, the teacher could add more information to encourage students to think about the acquired answer. According to Orlich (1998) teachers consider wait time to create chance for students to engage in meaningful interaction. In this study, it was found that while giving students’ wait time, teacher showed her slide power point and explained some more information. At last, the teacher returned to her previous question to focus again on what being discussed. Particularly, on average, teacher waited less than a second before calling on a student to respond and only a further second for the student to answer. These findings slightly the same to Prasentianto (2019) and Rachmawaty (2019) which showed the lack of time in giving wait time to students. In line with this, some studies suggest to increase the wait time to three to five seconds or longer before rephrasing or asking another question (Wang, et.al, 2016; Walsh and Hodger, 2017a). Other studies also notes for five up to ten second for students to answer the teacher’s question (Martinho, 2014).
In relation to the purpose of the wait time, basically, a higher-level question requires much wait-time. It is mostly used after the teacher elicited divergent question. However, in this study also found that the wait time is used when the teacher elicited convergent questions. It was in contrast with what has been stated by Wragg and Brown (2001) that the speed of delivery question is determined partly by the kind of question being asked. The more complex or difficult question the longer wait time is needed and vice versa. In other word, it can be said that the longer wait time spent is not influenced by the difficulty of the question, but it depends to whom the question is addressed to.

Although, some studies verify that increasing wait time leads to longer and higher quality students’ response and participation from a greater number of students, moreover in the less able students’, these effects are most notable (Goodwin, 1992). However, because of the limitation of this study, the correlation between the wait-time and the student’s answers is not dealt with. By allowing wait-time, it is hoped that it could benefit the students to get easier to answer high level question from their teachers. Further, the students could have more chances to think deeply in acquiring the required answer.

5.2. Using information gathered

Differently to the formal formative assessment, this finding was used immediate action which happened during classroom interaction. In line with this, since there was an instructional dialogue occurred between teacher and students or among students in classroom, there would be informal formative assessment existed in classroom interaction (Cân Daskin and Hatipoglu, 2019; Cân Daskin, 2017a; Cân Daskin; 2017b). Indeed, it can be described as such immediate follow up action which happened spontaneously and unplanned. The event is usually unpredictable because it is impossible to know the advanced interaction entailed. Thus interaction can be part of any assessment event, whether planned or not. While it is unpredictable and naturally happens in the interaction, that makes informal formative assessment a rather more spontaneous incident (Cân Daskin and Hatipoglu, 2019).

In particular, to clarify the activities in using the information gathered, the use of ESRU sequence is used to manage the detail activities happened during the classroom interaction conducted. The sequences are clarifying the learning goal (Ruiz-Primo, 2011), eliciting students’ response through teacher’s questioning, interpreting students’ response (Jiang, 2014), reacting toward students’ response and using the information gathered (Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2006). The four former sequences have already been discussed in the previous section. Whereas, they are all integrated each other to clarify the detail activities happened during the information gathered sequence. Specifically, there are four activities cover in using information gathered sequence. They involve providing feedback, comparing and contrasting student(s) ideas, modelling and debugging. Those are presented respectively below.

Providing feedback

Providing feedback was one of the teacher strategies in using information gathered. It was indicated by the teacher provided explanation toward students’ response. In general, it was aimed in order to promote students’ thinking. Particularly there were two kinds of feedback which provided by the teacher during the classroom interaction. They were peer feedback and teacher’s direct feedback.
In relation to peer feedback, this study is similar to the findings revealed in previous research. For example, Jiang’s (2014) findings noted that teacher in the content class cared more about how students could arrive at the acquired answer. Those actually could be found in all participants’ practice (T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5). The teacher very often used peer feedback during their teaching. Perhaps, it happened because of the teaching learning process in higher education mostly employed a group discussion. Actually, it happened when there was a particular student asked question addressed to the group presented, but the group presented cannot answer the question or perhaps the group’s response is not fully convinced certain student asked. Recognizing this situation, the teacher then asked other students’ to response. In other word, the teacher recognizes what gap faced by a particular student. To solve the gap, the teacher employs peer feedback to scaffold the group presented to acquire the correct answer. It could be inferred that the feedback used by the peer has already answered three components to be the effective feedback by knowing student’s actual knowledge, the goal that should be acquired and the strategy to achieve the goal (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Meanwhile a particular student could learn a new level of understanding from the interaction happened in the classroom when the feedback transpires from other students (Ruiz-Primo, 2011).

Another finding also revealed that the teacher employs direct feedback. Teacher directly comments and answers when the teacher notices an incorrect answer produced by particular student or the whole student during classroom interaction. This perhaps happened because of the teacher automatically reflect to student’s mistake, especially in pronouncing certain word or phrase (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Other possibilities it may happen because the material itself considered as new information for students. It pushes the teacher to directly correct or comment toward student(s) response (Parsons, 2017). In short, both feedback employ in this study could give positive impact to the students either cognitive or affective (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Cognitively, for instance, the students could improve their confidence to contribute in a classroom discussion.

In relation to formative assessment, the teachers’ stages in employing peer feedback have reflected the stage where formative assessment could implement into teaching learning process. There are three key processes potentially used to conduct effective formative assessment namely; (1) establishing where the learners are in their learning, both teacher and student negotiate their language learning target, objective or standards or criteria for success, (2) establishing where they are going - it is stage where teacher could gather information about students’ learning, and check whether their learning has already met the target or not. It can be done in the form of classroom discussion and other learning tasks that could elicit student’s understanding, and (3) establishing what need to be done to get the learners achieved. Those stages in the findings are slightly the same to what have been noted by some previous formative assessment study (Gotwals & Birmingham, 2016; Ketabi & Ketabi, 2014; Clark, 2012; Gattulo, 2010; WIDA, 2009).

Comparing and contrasting

Comparing and contrasting was the most frequently used by the teacher as the follow up action of the previous information which was gained from the students. It was indicated when the teacher redirected question to other students or peers in order to clarify students’
thinking. Teacher asks another student to comment on the statement or get more information on the topic from another student. It is used to allow a student to correct another student’s incorrect statement or respond to another student’s question. Commonly, it occurs when there is a student gets stuck on an initial question, the teacher will ask another student or the whole class to give a response on that question. This situation is also in line with what has noted by Goodwin et al (1992).

Particularly the teachers frequently compare and contrast students’ response by redirecting his/her questions either only to a particular student or to the whole class. The teacher may redirect his/her question from one student to another student, to get more information. Meanwhile the teacher may also redirect questions to the whole students in order that other students can clarify another student’s answer. It can be inferred that the teacher redirect a question under different purposes.

In this case, redirecting which occurs in this study seems that the teachers expect another student to give additional information. It is supported that the first student’s answer is not fully completed. The student only mentions a single answer. In fact, there is missing information which has not been answered yet. As a result, the teacher needs to redirect her question to the whole class in order to get more information in acquiring a complete answer. Meanwhile, in other context revealed that the teacher redirects her question in order to correct an initial student’s answer. Once, one of the students tried to answer, but unfortunately, the answer was incorrect. This situation made the teacher to evaluate the answer by saying “no” automatically. Despite the incorrect answer, here, the teachers do not directly correct it by his/her self but the teacher let another student to correct the answer by saying “but”. In other words, the word “but” can be implied that the teacher wants to redirect her questions to the whole class in order another student can correct the previous answer. This finding reflects that the teachers promote more student-centered pedagogy and encourage peer collaboration (Carless, 2011). In addition, the teachers’ strategy in comparing and contrasting make students more responsive to the idea of cooperating with different students in their classroom interaction (Clark, 2012). Perhaps, the teacher could also foster students’ autonomous learning by responding to other’s comment or answer (William, 2011). In that way students could acquire new understanding through their peers.

**Modelling**

Modeling is teacher’s strategy used to describe about certain concept to scaffold students’ learning and promote students’ critical thinking. It was indicated when the teacher explained to the students about the thought of process through example. However, this strategy is considered as less frequently used by the teacher to follow up the information gathered. Perhaps, it needs skillful strategies to practice modeling as it is mentioned by Hattie & Timperley (2007) to practice modeling teacher should consider about the goal of modeling, the relevant example which could meet the students’ needs.

In particular, modeling occurs when there is a gap found after teachers’ explanation. Usually, the teacher clarifies the gap found by repeating the students’ response. However, when the students still keep silent, it is a need for teacher to explain again the material given by adding some more examples to support teacher’s explanation. Meanwhile, the teacher considers about the purpose of taking modeling as his/her follow up action. Accordingly the teachers employ modeling to scaffold students to become easily understood about the material given.
They have modeled by using relevant example which is familiar to the students. As a result, it may encourage students to do the same thing as the teachers do (Furtak, 2016). Hence, it could be said that modeling gives positive impact in improving students' learning.

In other words, modeling activities and the example given by the teacher during classroom interaction, has met what has been considered by Roehler and Cantlon as cited in Ruiz and Primo (2011) in practicing modeling as follow up action of the formative assessment activities.

**Debugging**

Debugging was teacher strategy to prompt students which had incorrect answer by hint or questioning to identify and correct themselves (Ruiz-Primo, 2011). It usually occurs when the teacher initiates a high level question, but the students cannot respond correctly, or perhaps no answer response.

Teacher's hints and clues are used as a basis to identify prompting questions when classroom discussion is conducted. Debugging is not always done after an unsuccessful response, teacher can also prompt when she/he think it is needed to do (Ruiz-Primo, 2011). Usually the teacher gives an alternative answer or adds some media like showing power point presentation to support the students to think about the acquired response (Goodwin, 1992). It can be said that debugging is one of questioning technique that can help students gain confidence in giving replies, develop the skills necessary to think at higher cognitive levels and increase their participation in a classroom as well (Sherris, 2011).

However in other situation, it seems the teacher fail to debug their students. It usually happened when the teacher deployed divergent question which the answer is unknown for students. This finding is in line with what Ruiz-Primo (2011) noted when debugging does not scaffold students to acquire the appropriate answer, the teacher usually employs modeling to scaffold students' learning.

From the overall activities carried out by the teacher during classroom interaction, it can be inferred that they are in line with the principle of carried out activities in formative assessment practice. There are five sequences strategies include (1) clarifying and sharing learning intentions and criteria for success, (2) engineering effective classroom discussion and other learning tasks that elicit evidence of student understanding, (3) providing feedback that moves learners forward, (4) activating students as instructional resources for one another, and (5) activating students as the owners of their own learning (Black and William, 2009). In addition, the assessment event occurs in this study considered more informal rather than formal because this study employs classroom interaction as the form and source of the assessment, planning cannot be observable in the interaction analysis (as cited by Torrance &Pryor, 1998 in Cân Daskin and Hatipoglu, 2019).

**6. Conclusion**

The informal formative assessment is aimed to identify their strength and weaknesses of their teaching performance. As a result, teachers could use the information to improve their performance. However, to carry out the informal formative assessments practice, teacher needs to clarify the learning goal in order that they can diagnose where the students are, where the students are going to, and how the students could achieve their goals. Teachers with skillful questioning strategies were becoming essential in determining the gap faced by
the students. However, not all teacher questions are considered to be formative, even when teacher questions are aimed at diagnosing learning. Hence, from the follow up action, both teacher and students could take the benefit of it. The teacher could use the follow up action to improve their instruction, while the learners could use the information of the follow up action to modify or to improve their learning. Finally the informal formative sequence exists in this study could contribute the existing theory of informal formative assessment characteristics and stages.
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